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Opinion
The well-known Mini Mental State Exam (MMSE) includes

many cognitive domains [1]. The dementia community adopted
this test to help diagnose Alzheimer’s disease (AD) and to
monitor its progress.

Many AD drug trials use the MMSE to evaluate potential
drugs. The disadvantage of the MMSE is that the statistical noise
is very large and that there is only one test, making test-retest
learning problematic when attempting to discover small drug
effects.

The multi-domain structure of the MMSE seemed to make
sense [2] showed that the disease progressed through the brain
and others showed that various items in the MMSE were
sensitive at different stages of the disease [3].

The MoCA test is a different test that is based on the same
principle as the MMSE-many cognitive domains are included.
The patient is asked to copy a cube, draw a clock, recall words
once, twice and after a five minute delay, name animals, recall
digits in forward and backwards order, etc.

Is all the variety in cognitive domains necessary? A different
test, the Memtrax test [4,5], tests just one thing-recognition of
images. All the images look similar, there is no obvious
qualitative difference between them, and there are a lot of
them. The patient is asked to press the computer space bar if he
or she recognizes the image as having been displayed previously,
otherwise the images keep coming.

Why should there be a simple linear relationship? One reason
could be that the statistical noise from the many domain tests,
each performed once or twice within the MoCA, erases the
domain information, only leaving information related to
recognition.

The Figure 1 displays the MoCA score against the average
recognition score on the Memtrax test when there are at least
two subjects with the same MoCA score. The data is from the
University of Waningen with a total 27 Dutch elderly subjects [6]
ranging from normal to mild dementia.

The graph shows a simple linear relationship. The range in
both variables is the same: about 3.6 standard deviations

Figure 1: MoCA scores versus average Memtrax scores; Data
from [6]; Only points with at least two test scores were
included.

A second reason could be that the progression of dementia, at
least in the beginning, boils down to a vanishing ability for
recognition. In an activation model of short term memory, the
probability of recognition is proportional to the activation level
of a memory item. The activation level decreases logarithmically
with time, suggesting a synaptic mechanism for short term
memory, the depletion of the readily releasable pool of
presynaptic neurotransmitter vesicles. If dementia originates in
synaptic failure or loss AD seems to originate in synaptic loss
[7,8] we arrive at self-consistency.

Under these circumstances, it would seem that the evaluation
of drugs attempting to slow or reverse dementia would be
straightforward. One would simple measure whether the rate of
decline in recognition is slowing or reversing. In contrast to the
multi-domain MMSE or MoCA tests that exist, each having only
one or two versions for subsequent testing, the test-retest
learning of recognition tests can decreased by using different
items. Furthermore, the statistical noise of recognition tests is
easily lowered by adding more items allowing for small effects to
be measured.

The ROC curve is displayed in Figure 2 where a MoCA cutoff of
<25 is used to flag non-normal. The area under the curve is 89%.
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Figure 2: ROC curve Memtrax versus MoCA (cutoff <25). Area
under the curve is 89%.
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